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CUMIN
Current Market

Prices in India have moved up this year due to the decline in production this year 
which has resulted in a fall in stock levels. Limited availability of material, together 
with good demand and increased speculative activity, has resulted in an increase in 
prices. Carry-forward stock levels are about 30% lower than last year’s levels. There 
has been good demand from China as the country opens up trade after the pandemic 
restrictions. Farmers have sold over 75% of the material harvested this year, and stocks 
remain with traders who are holding back expecting higher prices.
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CUMIN — INDIA MARKET SPOT PRICE
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Crop Conditions 

INDIA: Harvesting is complete in all areas. Production is estimated to have dropped 
by about 30% due to a decline in sowing area as well as crop damage due to adverse 
weather during the growing season. Alternaria blight, caused by extended rains and 
high humidity levels, had affected some regions, especially areas where IPM material is 
grown, leading to the decline in production. The current upward movement of prices 
could motivate farmers to increase acreage under cumin during the upcoming season, 
though alternate crops like oil seeds and mustard are also commanding good prices.

SYRIA: Harvesting started in April and is mostly over now. There is limited selling 
pressure, with good demand expected to provide support to the market.

TURKEY: Harvesting, which extends from August to September, has started. A decline 
in production is estimated, with acreage declining due to farmers’ shifting to alternate 
crops.

Price Forecast & Coverage Recommendation

Available stocks are limited, with most of the remaining material in the hands of 
speculators and traders. Demand from China, as well as increased domestic buying 
during the festival season in India, is expected later in the year. Besides, low pesticide 
residue material is expected to continue commanding high prices due to shortage in 
availability and good demand. The decline in production during the current season 
is expected to have a bullish impact in the long term, and forward coverage is 
recommended. With IPM material limited in quantity, prices are expected to remain 
firm and adequate coverage is recommended for forward requirements.

Continued on next page
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CORIANDER
Current Market

Market arrivals are limited with available material limited. Remaining stocks are getting 
depleted steadily, and the continuing conflict in eastern Europe has affected global 
prices.
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CORIANDER — INDIA MARKET SPOT PRICE

Crop Conditions

INDIA: There had been a 20-25% decline in acreage in the major growing states of 
Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh, resulting in a 15-20% decline in total production 
during the last season. Harvesting is complete in all areas, and primary market arrivals 
are declining due to the limited stock availability.

Price Forecast & Coverage Recommendation

With the local festival season approaching in India, domestic demand has been 
increasing, especially for green quality material. Local processors have stepped in 
to cover for their annual needs, further adding to the demand. Harvesting in Ukraine 
is in progress, while it is starting in Bulgaria. With the military conflict continuing in 
eastern Europe, speculative demand together with rapidly dwindling stock levels 
and a reduction in production this year could lend bullishness to prices. Considering 
the limited availability of material and bullish sentiments prevailing, prices can be 
expected to remain strong, and forward coverage is recommended.
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FENNEL
Current Market

A major portion of the material harvested this year has been sold, and with available 
material getting depleted, higher quality good color material is commanding a 
handsome premium. Most of the remaining available material is reported to be of 
lower quality. During the last season, there was a 20% decline in acreage, which had 
resulted in a fall in production.
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FENNEL — SPOT NY PRICE

Crop Condition

INDIA: New season nursery sowing has started. Initial estimates indicate a 15-20% 
increase in sowing. Transplanting to the main fields is expected during September.

Price Forecast & Coverage Recommendation

Markets are expected to remain firm due to reduced availability of material as well as 
increased demand during the upcoming festival season in India. For IPM material as 
well as good-colored higher quality material, there could be limited availability due 
to good export demand, keeping prices firm during the coming months. Forward 
coverage is recommended.
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FENUGREEK
Current Market

Market arrivals continue to be good, keeping prices stable. Good quality yellow color 
material continues to be available in the market, having a stabilizing effect on prices. 
Export demand continues to be modest, even though domestic demand is slowly 
increasing anticipating year-end winter usage.

Crop Condition

INDIA: While acreage under cultivation is estimated to remain almost the same as last 
year’s levels, a slight increase in yield is expected. Rains have been recently reported 
in the growing areas, and this could affect output.

Price Forecast & Coverage Recommendation

There has been a slight dip in market arrivals due to the recent rains. Demand is 
expected to remain strong during the coming months. Limited inventory levels and 
good export demand could create some fluctuations in the market, though increased 
sowing during the current season could provide some stability in the long term, and it 
is advisable to cover if attractive offers are available.

Continued on next page
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CELERY
Current Market

Arrivals continue in the primary markets. During the last season, there had been a fall 
in yield due to the high temperatures in the growing areas. Current stock levels are 
estimated to be low, and farmers are also holding back expecting higher prices. Local 
prices have remained mostly stable.
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CELERY — SPOT NY PRICE

Continued on next page
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SALES CONTACT
North America, Central America, South America:
spicesales@harrisspice.com • Phone: 1-714-507-1915

Asia & the Middle East:
spicesales@harrisspicevn.com • Phone: +91 96 8180 4868

China:
wendy.yu@harrisfreemanasia.com • Phone: +86 139 1032 3801

Europe:
European Spice Services akbar@spices.be • Phone: +32 (0)3 710 57 32
spicesales@harrisspicevn.com •. Phone: +91 96 81 804868

Crop Conditions

INDIA: New season acreage is expected to increase by about 10%. Favorable weather 
conditions have been reported in most areas, and good crop growth is reported.

Price Forecast & Coverage Recommendation

Demand remains moderate, keeping markets firm. Stocks remaining with growers are 
very limited, with most of the material held by traders. Prices of pesticide residue-free 
IPM quality material remains bullish due to limited supply. With demand expected to 
remain strong, keeping prices stable, there could be opportunities to extend coverage 
from new season arrivals.


